YALSA Award Winners

2019: The unwanted: stories of the Syrian Refugees – Brown 956.9104 B812a

2018: Vincent and Theo: The Van Gogh Brothers -- Heiligman

2017: March. Book Three -- Lewis 323.1 L587mth

2016: Most dangerous: Daniel Ellsberg and the secret history of the Vietnam War -- Sheinkin 959.7043 Sh42m

2015: Popular: vintage wisdom for a modern geek -- Van Wagenen

2014: The Nazi hunters: how a team of spies and survivors captured the world’s most notorious Nazi -- Bascomb

2013: Bomb: the race to build - and steal - the world’s most dangerous weapon -- Sheinkin F Sh42b

2012: The notorious Benedict Arnold: a true story of adventure, heroism, & treachery -- Sheinkin ARNOLD B Ar64s

2011: Janis Joplin: Rise up singing -- Angel

2010: Charles and Emma: The Darwins' leap of faith -- Heiligman DARWIN B D259H